
Young Adult
WWe Set the Dark on Firee Set the Dark on Fire
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
A society wife-in-training has an
uncomfortable awakening about her
strictly polarized society after being
recruited into a band of rebel spies
and falling for her biggest rival.

DonDon't Date Rosa Santos't Date Rosa Santos
by Nina Moreno
Growing up in a cross-cultural
region of Florida under the shadow
of a sea curse, a Cuban-American
teen struggles with family dynamics
and college dreams before falling for
a mysterious tattooed boy.

Barely Missing EvBarely Missing Everythingerything
by Matt Méndez
Learning that the father he believed
dead is alive, a basketball athlete
embarks on a road trip while
confronting how discrimination is
affecting his prospects.

Dealing in DreamsDealing in Dreams
by Lilliam Rivera
Sixteen year old Nalah leads the
fiercest all-girl crew but she must
decide if she's willing to do the
unspeakable to get what she wants.

Adult
The Affairs of the FalcónsThe Affairs of the Falcóns
by Melissa Rivero
Fleeing the economic and political
strife of 1990s Peru, undocumented
factory worker Ana struggles to
support her family while fending off
the challenges of discrimination,
sexual harassment and a loan shark.

LLost Children Archivost Children Archivee
by Valeria Luiselli
Traces a profoundly human family
summer road trip across America
that is shaped by historical and
modern displacement tragedies as
well as a growing rift between the
two parents.

YYoung Castrooung Castro
by Jonathan M. Hansen
The first American historian in a
generation to gain access to the
Castro archives in Havana draws
upon hundreds of never-before-
seen letters and interviews.

A Dream Called HomeA Dream Called Home
by Reyna Grande
Describes her harrowing early
experiences as a first-generation
Latina university student and
aspiring writer who navigated
racism and poverty to build a life for
her family.

American LikAmerican Like Mee Me
by America Ferrera
A vibrant and collection of first
person accounts from prominent
figures about the experience of
growing up between cultures.
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Children
The Epic Fail of ArturoThe Epic Fail of Arturo
ZamorZamoraa
by Pablo Cartaya
A relaxing summer under the
banyan trees in Miami is turned
upside-down by Arturo's cute new
neighbor.

Miguel's BrMiguel's Braavve Knighte Knight
by Margarita Engle
A story-in-verse reimagining of the
early years of the author of Don
Quixote.

My Brigadista YMy Brigadista Yearear
by Katherine Paterson
When Lora joins Castro's literacy
campaign, she travels into the
impoverished countryside to teach
her fellow Cubans to read and write.

Stella Diaz Has SomethingStella Diaz Has Something
to Sato Sayy
by Angels Dominguez
When her class is assigned a project
where each student must speak on
their favorite subject, Stella Diaz
must overcome her fear of public
speaking.

IslandbornIslandborn
by Junot Díaz
Lola was just a baby when her family
left the Island, so when she has to
draw it for a school assignment, she
asks her family, friends, and
neighbors about their memories.

Children (Continued)
When Angels SingWhen Angels Sing
by Michael James Mahin
Looks at the life of a rock legend
who created a unique sound that
fused American blues, rock, and

jazz with the sound of Latin American and African
music.

My PMy Papi Has a Motorcyapi Has a Motorcyclecle
by Isabel Quintero
The award-winning creators of
Photographic: The Life of Graciela
Iturbide depicts a Mexican-

American girl's sunset motorcycle rides with her
beloved, hardworking papi throughout their vibrant,
rapidly changing immigrant neighborhood.

Planting StoriesPlanting Stories
by Anika Denise
A lyrical picture book portrait of
New York City's first Puerto Rican
librarian.

LLety Out Lety Out Loudoud
by Angela Cervantes
When Lety jumps at the chance to
write animal profiles for the Furry
Friends Animal Shelter, she is forced
to team up with a grumpy classmate.

Sal & Gabi Break theSal & Gabi Break the
UnivUniverseerse
by Carlos Alberto Pablo

Hernandez
In order to heal after his mother's
death, 13-year-old Sal reaches into
time and space to retrieve things
and people from other universes

Children (Continued)
One is a PiñataOne is a Piñata
by Roseanne Thong
Reveals how a fiesta of numbers can
be found in the everyday world,
depicting Latino-inspired,
universally appealing objects to

count, from maracas and zapatas to yummy sonrisas and
bolillos with hot chocolate.

Beast RiderBeast Rider
by Tony Johnston
To be reunited with his brother,
twelve-year-old Manuel will have to
cross the border and survive the
perilous journey from Mexico to Los
Angeles.

The Piñata that the FarmThe Piñata that the Farm
Maiden HungMaiden Hung
by Samantha R Vamos
Using the building verse of "The
House that Jack Built," a farm girl
creates a piñata of papier mâché

with the help of a boy and the animals on the farm.
Includes a glossary of Spanish words, and a step-by-step
guide to building your own piñata.

PPath to the starsath to the stars
by Sylvia Acevedo
The inspiring memoir for young
readers about a Latina rocket
scientist whose early life was
transformed by joining the Girl
Scouts and who currently serves as
CEO of the Girl Scouts of the USA.
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